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Abstract: Anything as a service or XaaS in short is a general term which encompasses all the services
related to cloud computing or remote access. While setting up cloud infrastructures, that hosts theses services
there are a lot of parameters that need maintained and configured, these parameters can be automated with
the help of Ansible, an automation platform. But displaying these configured resources to the user is equally
as important. This work focuses on creating XaaS plugins for the Morpheus cloud hybridization platform to
monitor the current configuration of the deployed resources. The plugins fetches live data from the CMDB
asynchronously using API calls through a wrapper API. The developed project is successful in meeting the
requirements set out.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Anything as a service describes a general category of services related to cloud computing
and remote access. It includes a huge number of technologies, and products which is
made accessible to the user via the internet. Basically, any kind of information technology
function can be adapted to be served via the internet as a service. This kind of service is
usually more flexible as it set up based on a flexible subscription model rather than as a
one-time upfront purchase. In this work, Ansible and i-doit CMDB is used for
provisioning and configuring the resources. Configuration management database or
CMDB for short is a database that stores arrays of information about information and
relationships [1]. It provides a common storage place for all information about
information technology or IT assets and other configuration items for authorized people to
access.
Morpheus is a hybrid cloud automation platform, designed from the ground up to unify
management of multi-cloud and hybrid IT while empowering DevOps teams with selfservice provisioning of bare metal, VM, and container-based application services.
Morpheus plugins are compiled jar files which are loaded onto the website to create
custom interfaces for the user which can show and perform various actions. API wrappers
simplify the process of interacting with APIs [2]. An API wrapper provides a way to
access an API through a particular programming language or interface, which can help
streamline the process of making API calls.
The main motivation behind the project and cloud computing is to enable businesses to
get access to data centers and manage tasks from a remote location. Cloud computing
works on the pay-as-you-go pricing model, which helps businesses lower their operating
cost and run infrastructure more efficiently. Creating plugins will stream line the process
of using or configuring the cloud infrastructure and make it more convenient to use
infrastructure.
There are two main objectives with this project, one is to create instance plugins for the
Morpheus dashboard which displays the current status and configuration of the XaaS
services provisioned. And the second objective is to create a wrapper API for CMDB to
add a level of abstraction and support further enhancements.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Groovy is chosen for the backend for the plugins and the test conducted on Groovy
service shows that the overhead of Groovy service is acceptable for a flexible service
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framework [3]. It improves the service performance for mass data processing by reducing
the data transmission on network. The Groovy service is useful and necessary for the
improving web service for users on all levels. Morpheus is the hybrid cloud management
system which acts as the backbone behind the project. The Anisible playbooks and the
CMDB is all linked to Morpheus. Morpheus uses a configured instance of a workload,
annotated with the configuration information, and automatically configures new instances
of the workload [4]. One of the leading platforms for deploying and deploying XaaS
services.
XaaS or anything as a service falls under the cloud services domain, there are many
benefits to using cloud services rather than the traditional services [5]. Provisioning
resources dynamically using heuristics is used to intelligently allocate resources to keep
the cost of the whole infrastructure down [6]. Morpheus is a hybrid cloud platform that
can allocate resources from various sources and manage them on the fly with the help of
deep integration with Ansible playbooks. There are a lot of benefits of Continuous
Integration and Continuous Deployment Pipeline automation and the use of Ansible, it
helps save on a lot of resources [7]. UI design of the plugin is very reminiscent of the
design principles used in building a dashboard. M. Holjevac [8] discusses and compares
various UI templates for different applications. In the project, custom templates is used to
create user interfaces according to the specifications set by the client.
The project follows agile methodology for its development, this is done for a myriad or
reasons stated below. Five of these SDLC or system development life cycle models,
including the waterfall model, spiral model, V-shaped model, iterative model and
prototype model are included in for comparison with other models [9]. A study
determined that agile ceremony based approach resulted in a significant increase in sprint
velocity by over 13% [10].

3. ARCHITECTURE
The plugins are designed to be integrated with an existing cloud infrastructure. Hence,
the data to be displayed is to be fetched from the CMDB. Fig 1 depicts the High-Level
design of the plugins for XaaS. It comprises of three main blocks, namely Ansible,
Python API wrapper and i-Doit CMDB. Ansible [11] with its Playbooks and Roles is used
to configure the XaaS services, Python CMDB acts as an intermediary between the
CMDB and Ansible playbooks. I-Doit CMDB is the database where the configuration of
all the deployed services is stored. I-doit CMDB has its own API interface but this is not
used by the plugins, instead a wrapper API created with Python and the FastAPI library is
used.

Fig 1: High Level Design of the XaaS Plugins
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In Fig. 2 the sequence of operation for fetching the data from CMDB is depicted. The
logged in user selects the instance that they want to access, this request is handled by
Morpheus and it triggers the plugin related to that particular instance.

Fig: 2 Sequence Diagram of a Plugin Fetching Data from CMDB

4. METHODOLOGY
4.1. Templates
The visible part of the plugins is rendered by templates. These consists of HTML CSS
and JavaScript files. Development of these files were done using static JSON files that
were acquired from the responses of several API calls to the CMDB. JQuery data tables
are used for displaying data that is in tabular form [12]. Datatables support fetching data
asynchronously using AJAX. EvoTables the open source calendar library for JavaScript is
used in the backup XaaS plugin. Figure 3 depicts the UI of the Firewall template.
No front-end frameworks such as React or Angular is used as the plugins are not capable
of running another framework on top of the framework used in Morpheus website. Hence,
native JavaScript is used for the templates of all these plugins.
4.2 Wrapper API
i-Doit CMDB has its own API interface for accessing the interface of various XaaS
services. However this native API is not used by the plugins. This is mainly due to 2
reasons, one, there is no pagination support in the native CMDB API. In production each
XaaS services might have thousands if not tens of thousands of records. Processing and
rendering all these records in the front end is extremely resource intensive. Hence, server
side processing is used with pagination support from the API to enable asynchronously
pulling data from CMDB in smaller chunks. Second, in the future when the i-doit CMDB
is updated and the interface changes the only thing that needs to be changed is the
wrapper API and not wherever the API is called in the plugins [13]. Fig 4 showcases the
pagination endpoint in the API for DNS records in Swagger UI.
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4.3 Groovy Backend
Groovy along with Gradle [14], a build automaton tool is used to create the backend of
these plugins. It served as a container to the templates the render the UI for different
plugins. The logic for user authentication, instance selection and rendering the templates
is handled by Groovy. Gradle is used to automate the build process of the plugins and to
ensure that the plugins are up to specifications.

Fig: 3 Security Rules Tab of the FW Plugin

5. TESTING
Software testing for the project is done in every stage of development to ensure that all
the components are up to standard and are functioning as expected. In case of the plugins,
the templates is tested locally using static data. The modifications to the wrapper API is
done and tested with Postman [15], to ensure all the API endpoints are accessible and are
showing the correct responses. This is then followed with integrating the template into a
plugin with groovy backend. The 5 plugins are tested individually with their respective
templates and API calls. The plugins are combined into one plugin which serves and
renders required template. Error logs in Morpheus is used to debug and sort out any of the
errors and discrepancies encountered during testing. Unit testing in the project involves
testing the various plugin templates with static data. This static data is fetched directly
from CMDB in the form of JSON arrays, and hence will be representative of the type of
data which it will receive in production. In integration testing the UI templates are linked
to the Groovy backend using a generic test plugin. The same test plugin is used to test all
the 5 plugin templates. All the 5 XaaS plugins are combined to create one plugin and one
jar file. The plugins are rendered based on the type of instance selected by the user. All
the tests were successful and the plugin performs as expected in all scenarios.
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Fig: 4 API Endpoint for Paginated DNS Records

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The built plugins meet all the functional and non-functional requirements set at the
beginning of the project. The wrapper API for the CMDB is enhanced to support
pagination to support server side processing with jQuery datatables. These plugins act a
front end to a large cloud infrastructure built with servers and networking infrastructure.
The system is successful in displaying the current configuration of the various cloud
services deployed i.e. DNS, Firewall, Load Balancer, S3 and Backup XaaS. These
services are deployed and configured by Ansible playbooks and roles, i-doit CMDB and
Morpheus cloud management and automation system. The plugins display the instances
of services only linked to the logged in tenant. The plugins asynchronously refreshed its
data every 30 seconds so as to provide the most up to date data from the CMDB.
There are a few limitations in the current version of the plugins that can be improved in
the future versions. These include adding mobile browser support, adding support to edit
catalog items directly from the plugin, instead of being redirected and using an alternative
solution for the CMDB database for better performance.
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